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Single life is full of questions...imponderables such as: "Is it possible to transform an addiction to reality date
shows into a substitute for actual dating?" and "Is scanning demographic lists of available men with nice
(read: British-sounding) names and upscale addresses more dignified if one does it in the privacy of one's
apartment with a bottle of wine and an equally romance-challenged friend?" Not having all the answers
doesn't keep thirty-year-old Claire Duncan up at night. She loves her job as a copywriter at a small Venice
Beach advertising and promotion agency - even though it's not making her much money. She loves her hemp
drawstring capris - even though they're not getting her any dates. And she loves her mother - who in turn
despairs of ever having grand-children. But Claire's comfortable, moderately caffeinated routine gets a
double-espresso jolt when she's given the assignment of promoting an up-and-coming pop band. Heartthrob
needs a change of image. And lead guitarist Brendan Baker has Claire rethinking her don't-date-the-clients-
no-matter-how-hot-they-are rule. His earnest brown-eyed gaze makes her feel like an underwear-throwing
groupie. Which is quite below her, if you ask her co-worker Dennis - whose own revived love life leaves
something to be desired, if you ask Claire. Suddenly - and quite accidentally - Claire has become someone to
whom cute twenty-something boys (as well as guy pals and ex-boyfriends) are attracted, and everything has
become just a tad more complicated than before. Not to mention a hell of a lot more fun...
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From reader reviews:

Kathryn Robinson:

Nowadays reading books be a little more than want or need but also become a life style. This reading
behavior give you lot of advantages. The huge benefits you got of course the knowledge even the
information inside the book this improve your knowledge and information. The info you get based on what
kind of e-book you read, if you want attract knowledge just go with training books but if you want feel happy
read one with theme for entertaining such as comic or novel. The actual Latte Lessons is kind of reserve
which is giving the reader unstable experience.

John Harris:

This book untitled Latte Lessons to be one of several books that will best seller in this year, that is because
when you read this book you can get a lot of benefit upon it. You will easily to buy this particular book in the
book retailer or you can order it through online. The publisher in this book sells the e-book too. It makes you
more easily to read this book, because you can read this book in your Smart phone. So there is no reason for
your requirements to past this reserve from your list.

Johnny Rogowski:

In this period globalization it is important to someone to acquire information. The information will make a
professional understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information
better to share. You can find a lot of referrals to get information example: internet, magazine, book, and
soon. You can see that now, a lot of publisher which print many kinds of book. Typically the book that
recommended to you personally is Latte Lessons this publication consist a lot of the information in the
condition of this world now. That book was represented how can the world has grown up. The words styles
that writer require to explain it is easy to understand. The particular writer made some study when he makes
this book. Here is why this book suitable all of you.

Bonnie Abramowitz:

This Latte Lessons is completely new way for you who has intense curiosity to look for some information
since it relief your hunger details. Getting deeper you into it getting knowledge more you know or else you
who still having little digest in reading this Latte Lessons can be the light food for you personally because
the information inside that book is easy to get by simply anyone. These books create itself in the form that is
reachable by anyone, yep I mean in the e-book application form. People who think that in reserve form make
them feel sleepy even dizzy this publication is the answer. So there is not any in reading a e-book especially
this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for anyone. So , don't miss this! Just read
this e-book type for your better life in addition to knowledge.
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